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Rural and remote health: the State of the Parties 
 
The Alliance launched its 2001 Election Charter on 17 September.  In that document it listed 
16 key issues to which it hoped the Political Parties would give attention in the Campaign.  
 
Five of the Alliance’s sixteen issues have been squarely treated by both major Parties.  This is 
a pleasing level of bi-partisan commitment to issues of key concern to people in rural and 
remote areas. 
 
There is (for obvious reasons) little new money overall from either side and the most 
interesting commitments seem therefore to be the promises to deal with some of the worst-
affected target groups first.  This may well turn out to be the most important new policy 
development for rural and remote areas to have emerged in this Campaign.  The Labor Party’s 
commitment to a new public dental health scheme is one thing in the health arena that does 
still distinguish the major Parties. 
 
♣♣ Aged care:  It is good to know that aged care is now firmly on the agenda with both sides 
of politics.  There has been a plethora of announcements on the subject and many claims and 
counter-claims.  The Coalition has committed itself to $100 million over three years in extra 
capital funds “for small aged care homes in rural, remote and urban fringe areas”.  Labor has 
promised an interest-free loans scheme.  Expert bodies have said that there is still insufficient 
committed by both sides - and the staff shortage in the aged care sector is still urgent and 
serious. 
 
♣♣ Mental health:.  There is bi-partisan support for continuation of the National Suicide 
Prevention Strategy.  The Coalition has promised $40 million from 2002-03 to build on this 
Strategy, including $4.9 million new money for suicide prevention.  The ALP has committed 
$46 million over 4 years from its Medicare Bonus for its five priority areas in mental health. 
 
♣♣ National Competition Policy:  There is bi-partisan support for a review of the operations 
of National Competition Policy, including the definition of ‘the public interest’, in recognition 
of the fact that its impact on small communities has not been sufficiently taken into account.  
The Coalition’s position on this is particularly welcome, given their earlier disposition. 
 
♣∅  Oral and Dental health:  This remains an area of contrast between the major Parties.  
The ALP has committed $100m over four years to a National Dental Health Scheme for low-
income Australians.  That is much less than the National Dental Health Alliance (of which the 
NRHA is a member) has called for but it is an important step in the right direction.  The 
Coalition is still arguing it is a State/Territory issue. 
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♣♣ Resources for Nursing, allied health, dentistry and pharmacy:  There is now bi-
partisan support for national work on the shortage of nurses.  Labor’s focus is on postgraduate 
nurses nationally and in those areas of most acute need, including midwifery, aged care and 
mental health.  A major part of the Coalition’s focus is on rural areas in particular, with its 
rural nursing scholarships and the 1,000 subsidised nursing places in regional universities. 
 
♣♣ Regional development:  The Coalition’s approach to regional development is in two 
parts.  First there is the commitment to continue to roll out its existing programs – including 
Regional Solutions, Stronger Communities and Rural Transaction Centres.  Second is its new 
‘Black Spot’ commitments – mainly to roads, but also to radio and TV black spots.  The 
Labor Party has promised to meet commitments in the existing program areas and to re-direct 
expenditures in the out-years - but with no new money.  The new directions flagged by Labor 
do include some for which the Alliance has been calling (eg a “Social Charter of Community 
Obligations”, an Office for the Regions, infrastructure and an Infrastructure Advisory 
Council; Enterprise Zones) but progress is going to be very slow without the commitment of 
major new resources.   
 
These regional development policies of both major parties include an emphasis on treating the 
worst-affected areas or population groups first.  (The ALP has promised to use this principle 
for schools funding too.)  This is a potentially important new policy direction for rural and 
remote areas where many of the worst service situations exist. 
 
∅∅ Vulnerability of rural services and infrastructure:  The Alliance is disappointed that 
neither major Party has spoken unequivocally about Australia’s second airline and the effect 
its collapse has had on health, business, and tourism in rural and remote areas. 
 
∅∅ 30% Fair Share:  Thirty per cent of Australians live outside the capital cities.  Overall, 
neither side of politics has committed itself to a 30% Fair Share of resources and attention for 
those people.  In fact there are some signs that the agenda has shifted away from the needs of 
people in rural and remote people to those in outer metropolitan areas.  To the extent that 
those areas are in greater need than rural and remote areas, the Alliance welcomes the shift.  
To the extent that country areas are still not getting their fair share, it is most regrettable. 
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